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MATTER OF: GUY r -semporary Quarters subsistence
expenses GQange of duty station

DIGEST: Transferred Orployee seeks reimbursement for
temporary quarters where lodging was in the
home of a friend incident to a change of perma-
nent d tation. 4 h -
information was furnished as to whether friend
incurred additional expense to furnish employee
lodging, whether friend performed extra work,
etc. See 52 Comp. Gen. 78 (1972) and 55 Comp.
Gen. 856 (1976). 23

This action is in response to a letter from Mr. H. 0. Mill
;037 g! Accounting and Finance Officer. Defense Logistics Agenci y uestin i

an advance decision on the payment of a claim of Mr. Guy H. ?rr,
for expenses nci en o ccupancy of tem~~.qures

By travel orders issued December 20, 1976, Mr. Guy H. Carr
was authorized travel expenses upon a permanent change of station
(PCS) from the Defense Contract Audit Institute, Memphis,
Tennessee, to the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA), Dallas,
Texas. Temporary quarters subsistence expense was authorized for
30 days. Payment was made by Mr. Carr for temporary lodging cost
from January 3 through January 29, 1977, and from January 30
through February 2, 1977, while residing with a friend. The
amount of the claim is $116 representing a rate of $4 per day for
29 days. It is claimed that the commercial rate in the area for
the same period of time would have been approximately $450.

The Defense Logistics Agency questions the validity of the
claim asserting that although the charges appear to be reasonable,
reasonableness is only one of two tests req-red in determining
the propriety of payment, citing decisions B-183814. March 10,
1976 . 55 Comp. Gen. 856 (1976)) and/52 Como. Gen. 78 (1972).
T e agency contends that in addition to reasonableness the claim-
ant must submit proof that additional expenses were actually
incurred by the host. The issue is as follows:

In order to reimburse amounts claimed for subsist-
ence while occupying temporary quarters in homes
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of friends or relatives on a PCS is there a require-
ment for an employee to submit evidence of additional
costs incurred by the host which substantiate the
reasonableness of the amounts claimed even though
the agency determines the expense amounts are other-
wise considered reasonable and in fact are substan-
tially less than the commercial rate as well as the
authorized maximum per diem allowance?

L- ~ara gg!~C13000 of Volume 2, Joint Travel Regulations (2 JTR)
applicable at the time in question authorized, under proper circum-
stances, the payment of subsistence expenses of a civilian employee
of the Department of Defense while occupying temporary quarters upon
a PCS. Paragraph C13005, 2 JTR, provided that reimbursement may be
made only for actual subsistence expenses incurred not to exceed the
maximum, are reasonable in amount and can be substantiated.

* n 52 Comp. Gen. 78, 82, supra, we considered the reimbursement
of amounts paid to relatives for food and lodging and stated in part:

"* * * we have allowed reimbursement for charges
for temporary quarters and subsistence supplied by
relatives where the charges have appeared reasonable;
that is, where they have been considerably less than
motel or restaurant charges. It does not seem reason-
able or necessary to us for employees to agree to pay
relatives the same amounts they would have to pay for
lodging in motels or meals in restaurants or to base
such payments to relatives upon maximum amounts which
are reimbursable under the regulations. Of course,
what is reasonable depends on the circumstances of
each case. The number of individuals involved,
whether the relative had to hire extra help to pro-
vide lodging and meals, the extra work performed by
the relative and possibly other factors would be for
conisderation. In the claims here involved as well
as similar claims we believe the employees should be
required to support their claims by furnishing such
information in order to permit determinations of
reasonableness." See alsoJ <190716. May 19, 1978,
and V-190508, May 8, 1978.
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Thus, it is clear that the matters enumerated in that decision
and quoted in 55 Comp. Gen. 856 (1976) are factors for considera-
tion in determining the reasonableness of a claim.

In Mr. Carr's case, he has furnished the amount paid to his
friend for lodging. However, he has not furnished information con-
cerning his friend's additional expenses--whether he performed
extra work or hired extra help to clean the home, etc. Accordingly,
the claim may not be paid on the basis of the_prese

DeputyComptroller Gk eral
of the United States
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